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“Heavens, when did such a city appear here? We’re not going to attack this city, right?” 

Within the Lion Tribe’s army, some of the Lion Tribe’s Battle Warriors were 
dumbfounded as they looked at the huge city and muttered. 

These Lion Race Warriors were best at wild battles. 

They had experienced a pitiful number of siege battles. 

There were no decent cities in the Orcish Kingdoms. 

At most, they were strongholds. Many of them could jump up over the wall! 

The city wall was ten meters tall, and it was perfectly straight! 

High and straight walls, how did they even attack that? 

“Don’t be afraid. Ordinton will definitely break through first. We can just follow him. Look 
at the Fox men and Cat people on the city walls. What kind of combat strength do you 
have?” 

Beside him, a Lion Tribe Warrior was scared by Miracle City, but he was confident. 

Hearing his words, the grumbling Lion Warrior also saw the Fox man on the city wall. 

This Lion Warrior instantly regained his confidence. 

In the Orcish Kingdom, the Fox Race and the Cat Race were famously weak. 

A Lion Warrior could even fight ten or more Fox or Cat Warriors alone. 

“So it’s a city built by the Fox Race and the Cat Race. Look, there are still a small 
number of people. They’re frightening me. However, how were these three Races able 
to build such a large city?” The Lion Warrior said. 



Judging from his appearance, he was completely relaxed 

There were many Lion Warriors like him. 

When they saw Miracle City, they were shocked. 

When they saw the Fox and Cat people, their confidence instantly exploded! 

Although there were still questions in their hearts, these questions were not enough to 
affect their morale! 

As long as they destroyed this city, they would be able to solve all their doubts! 

…… 

The Lion Tribe’s army finally arrived under Miracle City. The vanguard stopped only a 
kilometer away from Miracle City! 

The area that the sixty thousand Lion Tribe soldiers stood upon in the Miracle 
Wasteland to the east of the Miracle City was completely covered! 

The army was vast, covering the sky and earth. It was impossible to see the end! 

“I think I heard that before, which of you are planning to act as the vanguard?” 

In front of the Lion Tribe’s army, Ordinton looked at the ten Lion Tribe Princes with a 
half-smile and said. 

These ten Lion Princes looked at each other. No one answered. 

Before seeing Miracle City, these Princes were all fighting for the position of the 
vanguard. 

This was because the average forward had the most military merits. 

The vanguard was also the most dangerous position—they were only suitable for wars 
with similar numbers. 

In the eyes of the Princes of the Lion Race, there was no danger in the war with sixty 
thousand troops. 

What was the time to not fight for military merits? 

However, when they saw Miracle City, even if they knew that the Fox Clan and the Cat 
Clan were guarding Miracle City, the ten Lion Princes were terrified at the same time. 



How could such a city be attacked? 

Must they rush under the city walls and die? 

One must know that there were still quite a few people on the city wall! 

“What cowards!” 

Ordinton did not conceal his contempt. 

He stood up, and behind him, two deputies helped him tidy up his armor. 

It was clear that he was ready to go! 

“Your Highness, I’ll test the defenses first!” 

At this moment, General Reid said. 

Ordinton muttered to himself, “Alright!” 

General Reid said to a messenger next to him, “Relay my order. The vanguard should 
test them first!” 

“Yes!” 

The messenger quickly conveyed the order. 

Following that, a group of five thousand Lion Tribe troops charged towards Miracle City 
with large shields. 

… 

“Well, they are here to test us.” 

The Fox girl Qing Ling affirmed Princess Lottie’s words, and then gave an order: “Pass 
the order, do not attack without my order.” 

Besides the Fox girl Qing ling, Meng Ying looked down calmly. 

After becoming a Rank Six Grand Magus, Meng Ying’s temperament became even 
more outstanding. 

She just stood there quietly and could become the most dazzling person in the crowd. 

Of course, the other women present were not bad, but each had its own temperament. 



Princess Lotte is very cute, and the Dwarf Queen Ivy looks cute too, but she is a 
veritable Dwarf Queen, and the temperament of the Fox girl and Meng Ying were 
similar, the two sides are similar in many aspects. 

If you put one of them in other places, their beauty will be able to crush everything! 

The five thousand Lion Warriors were very fast, and they approached the wall in a short 
time. 

They were only less than a hundred meters away from the wall. They had already 
entered the attack range of the archers on the wall, but what they expected was that no 
attack came from the wall. 

“Hey, they don’t intend to attack!” 

In the distance, General Reid let out a whisper. 

“Pass the order and continue to attack!” General Reid said. 

The five thousand Lion Warriors continued to rush towards the city wall. 

In a blink of an eye, they came under the city wall, and then… 

They were all are dumbfounded! 

This city wall is tall and straight, and it looks very thick. It was all made of long square 
stones. How do you attack this? 

They seemed to have no choice but to stand stupidly under the wall. 

Boom! 

At the city gate, dozens of Lion Warriors stared and started hitting the gates but it was 
made of iron. These Lion Warriors hit the gate for a long time, and the city gate did not 
move! 

“Use each other as ladders!” 

A Lion Warrior shouted. 

Suddenly, these Lion Warriors climb each other like ladders one after another. 

After the Lion Warriors stood upright, their height was three meters or more. They 
scrambled to climb up, and in a blink of an eye they were three stories tall and it was 
still growing. 



Then, a Lion Warrior climbed up a height of five stories tall, jumped, and caught the city 
wall. 

“What!” 

As soon as he caught the wall, his fingers were cut off by a knife, and he fell. 

Immediately afterward, a large amount of boiling water was poured down from the city 
wall and the Lion Warriors screamed. Their ladder tactics were instantly disintegrated. 

However, because these Lion Clan soldiers have to climb up each other, they were all 
crowded together, and their density was much higher than before! 

“It’s time!” 

The Fox girl Qing Ling’s hand gently pressed. 

With her movements, a thousand Centaur Warriors suddenly appeared on the city wall, 
holding spears, and a red flame suddenly appeared on the spear. 

These Centaur Warriors threw their spears at the densely packed Lion Warriors! 

Boom! 

The flames on those spears exploded fiercely. 

The Burst Fire on a thousand spears blew up all the five thousand Lion Warriors 
gathered together! 

Suddenly, they didn’t know how many Lion Warriors were killed! 

It turned into a sea of fire under the city wall almost instantly. 

Even the Lion Warriors who were not killed by the explosions were burned alive when 
the flames raged. 

Under the city wall, the screams of the Lion Warriors came one after another! 

The achievements of these one thousand exploding spears were more than twice that 
of the thousand spears that wiped out the two thousand subordinates of Prince Bert in 
the territory of the Lion Race! 

This is due to the way these Lion fighters crowded to climb to the top. 

If it weren’t for the fact that they had to climb up, they would not have been as densely 
packed, and the exploding spears would not have set such an amazing record! 



And all of this was naturally within the calculations of the Fox girl, Qing Ling, otherwise, 
the five thousand Lion Clan soldiers would have rushed over the wall a long time ago. 
Why has there been no decent attack on the city wall? 

Although it was a tentative attack, Qing Ling would destroy them all and give the Lion 
Clan a mighty blow! 

A kilometer away, General Reid narrowed his eyes when he saw this scene. 

Beside him, whether it was the ten Lion Princes, the high-ranking officers of this army, 
the people of the eight tribes watching the battle in the distance, or the Lion Warriors in 
the front row who saw this scene, they are all a little dumbfounded! 

This was dumbfounding! 

 


